
ENTJ: EAGLE 
BUZZWORDS: imaginative, determined, achiever 

Eagles are symbols of power, leadership & 
strength.  ENTJs can share these qualities, often soaring 
high to generate new ideas & new ways to do things.  
Others are often willing to follow ENTJs due to their godo 

ideas and their determination to make them happen. 

Famous Eagles 
Margaret Thatcher, Sherlock Holmes  -  natural leaders, 
through the strength of their beliefs! 
 

Richard Branson is one of the most famous & successful 
British entrepreneurs around.  Sociable, visionary, 
objective & decisive.  He is happy to learn from his 
mistakes, though his analytical mind ensures many a 
success.  Has a go for it /  let’s do it attitude that spreads 
to those around him. 

Strengths 
 Can enjoy action & variety. 

 Can focus on results & outcomes. 

 Can take charge of situations & people easily. 

 Can follow plans & decide quickly. 

 Can be imaginative, creative problem solvers. 

 Can make decisions without being seen as soft. 

 Can provide big ideas for better ways of doing things. 

Preferred learning style 
 They like group activity and discussion. 

 They like to know the theory behind the idea. 

 They like a clear order & a clear structure. 

Revision tips 

 They’re usually highly motivated to work on topics that interest 
them but they need to make sure they’re thorough & get the 
simple things right. 

 

Degree course ideas 

  business management , politics, law, history  
 computing/IT 
 environmental sciences, pure sciences 

When they’re pointing in a positive direction 
 They are good at analysing. 
 They stand up for what they believe in. 
 They are confident, creative, honest, get things done. 
 They learn from their mistakes. 
 They have fun. 

When they’re pointing in a negative direction 
 They become moody & unsure of their feelings. 

To reduce stress 
You don’t always have to be the leader.  Listen to others now and 
again. 

As a teenager 
o Often precocious (seem to be more mature than people of their 

age) & confident (which can be seen by some as big-headed, 
but it isn’t, it’s being able to stick up for what they believe in). 

o At their best they are strong, independent, intellectual & 
confident with high personal standards. 

o They can be clever & respected leaders. 
o They might learn to be more tactful (consider other’s feelings) 

and reflect more before plunging ahead! 

In an argument 
 Talk louder and faster. 
 Want to get things sorted out now! 
 Imagine huge consequences from small incidents. 
 Make sweeping generalisations. 
 Throw in extra issues – ‘and another thing’. 
 Say ‘it’s not personal’ 
 Jump to conclusions quickly. 
 Oversimplify issues. 

As a boyfriend/girlfriend 
o They can be great fun to be with though exhausting due to their 

drive & determination to lead & achieve things. 

In a parent/child relationship (note: parent/child can be 

substituted for other relationships, eg friendships, marriages & working relationships) 

Parent: 

o Tend to encourage children to develop a wide range of skills. 
o Enjoy discussion & playing games & quizzes with their children. 
o Tend to remove ‘privileges’ as punishment. 
Child: 
o Are imaginative & curious, don’t like being told what to do 

without a logical reason. 
o Can seem to argue, but they need to ask why & have answers. 
o Can be very self-critical 

Buying a present for an Eagle? 
o A game, puzzle or challenge that is difficult to master, or the latest 

trendy gadget. 

How to avoid an argument 
 Text or email ideas before springing them on people. 
 Listen: talk only when the other person has finished. 
 Don’t ignore practical details. 
 Consider how to get there – not just the finish line. 
 Focus on making decisions. 
 Stick to the point.. 
 Consider all of the options before deciding. 
 Remember doing things the same way is not always best. 
Preferred job roles & themes 
 inventor / entrepreneur / leader / advocate  
 Managing people and/or resources in business or technical 

areas eg catering/hospitality, travel, personnel, financial, 
public sector, retail management, operational/research 
analyst, journalism, politics, media work 

 self-employment 
 leading in the manufacturing, engineering & construction 

industries could also appeal 

Jobs that don’t require loads of qualifications 
Market trader / ranger/warden / technician / van driver /  painter& 
decorator /  IT/website worker / window cleaner / politician / self-
employment  

 


